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Innovations & Efficiencies
“Thinking Outside the Box”
is Now Required to
Meet Customer Expectations

WBE, EDWOSB, SDB, TX HUB Certified

Who is J&P Technologies?
n

We are a Houston-based small business, established in 1997 to provide
contract services for the development, assessment, and support of
integrated flight systems, scientific computing, and complex control
systems, specifically in the aerospace and biomedical industries

n

J&P provides expertise in all phases of system / software development
including system engineering, network engineering, software safety & risk
analysis, requirements generation, software design & development, system
integration & test, and software configuration management

n

We employ highly-trained professionals who have experience in developing,
integrating, delivering, and sustaining major systems in complex
environments, and are intimately familiar with development and delivery
processes, as well as operational support requirements.

n

Certifications include Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) [Native
American Owned], Women’s Business Enterprise (WBE), Economically
Disadvantaged Woman Owned Small Business (EDWOSB), Texas
Historically Underutilized Business (HUB).

What Do We Have To Offer?
n

J&P can contribute:
u
u
u
u

Configuration & Data Management
Safety & Mission Assurance
Product Support & Anomaly Resolution
Network Engineering

w Hardware & Software Development
w Engineering Assessments
w Requirements Allocation
w Control / Data Center Architecture

n

Extensive software, systems, and safety engineering experience ranging from initial product
conception to requirements generation, architecture, design and design presentations,
development, integration, testing, delivery, & operations.

n

System Development & Operations Support experience:
n

Space Shuttle and International Space Station:
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Data Mining and Analysis
Criticality Assessment
Change Request Assessments
Anomaly Resolution
System / Software Safety
Safety Console Support
Systems Engineering & Integration (SE&I)
Shuttle Avionics Integration Laboratory (SAIL)
Shuttle Avionics Software Control Board
SSP Chief Safety Officer

n

Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
u
u
u
u
u
u

u

n

Exploration Support:
u

n

Multi Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) Support:
u
u
u
u

n

Next Generation Mission Control Center Development:
u

n

System and Software Requirements Analysis,
Allocation, and Decomposition
System / Software Safety
System Test Strategies and Requirements
Development.
Technology Readiness Review

Requirements Analysis
Criticality Assessments
Software Safety
Safety Console Support
SSP and ISS Integration
Environmental Control and Life Support
System Technical Expertise
Docking Systems / iLIDS

u
u
u

u
u

System and Software Requirements
Development / Allocation / Analysis
System Engineering and Integration
Integrated Hazard Analysis
IDD / IRD / ICD development and
analysis.
Integrated Test Strategies and
Requirements Development.
Exploration Chief Safety Officer

Network Engineering and Software Architecture / Development

Flexibility in assuming responsibility for a wide range of tasks.

SEaCLIF - J&P’s Software / System
Engineering and Integration Innovation
n

SEaCLIF was born from the need to model the complex architecture of the ISS in
order to determine the state of the system, given hardware failures / anomalies, as
part of ARC’s Engineering for Complex Systems project (formerly Design for Safety)
• Thinking “Outside the Box”, J&P suggested transposing the ISS functional
RBD’s into “Failure Space” and importing the architecture into a logic lattice (the
original concept was to build a large dynamic model of all systems).
• Custom versions were delivered to ISS, SSP, NASA HQ, & JSC’s Chief Engineer.

n

System Effects and Capability Losses From Inserted Failures (SEaCLIF) is now a
“quick look” analysis tool with an integrated logic network that captures the
relationship between components within a system or vehicle, such as:
• Requirements and hardware/software necessary to implement the requirements

n
n
n
n
n

• Hardware and software modules required to control or status the hardware
• Hazards and associated causes with links to associated CIL’s, Flight Rules, etc.
• Power generation and distribution with load summing
Provides the capability to analyze cross-subsystem effects of component failures
and/or state changes (propagation of effects across views)
Provides portals (or “hotlinks”) to existing web-based databases
Java version delivered to NASA HQ to archive historical Shuttle PRA data
Data mining using Perl Scripts (used extensively by the Space Shuttle Program)
Potential future use: Cyber Supply Chain Risk Analysis & Threat Management
(identify and plan for disruptions in data and supply chain flows by integrating threat
management tools with our existing logic matrix)
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Using SEaCLIF to Assess Requirement
Decomposition and Implementation by Multiple
Vendors
n

During our support to the Orbital Space Plane (OSP) program (predecessor of
Constellation) J&P’s chief engineer was responsible for evaluating multiple
proposed vendor designs via requirement decompositions.

n

While each vendor’s requirement set was maintained in DOORS, it was very difficult
to analyze how lower tiered requirements fulfilled multiple functional level
requirements.
•

n

n

Such analysis is required to evaluate the vendor’s proposed architecture.

J&P extracted each vendor’s requirement decomposition from DOORS, imported
them into SEaCLIF and activated its logic capabilities to “propagate” failures
•

The vendors could be assessed to determine if all major functionality was
present, i.e. a “maintain habitable volume” decomposes into several
requirements such as “introduce O2”, “remove CO2”, etc.

•

The capability not only allowed for a more robust, time efficient method to
assess requirements decomposition, but allowed direct comparison of
competing designs.

Being able to “Fail” a lower tiered requirement and “propagate” this “change of
state” to top level functional requirements; as well as the ability to “Turn Off” a
requirement and “propagate” the effect down the trace, proved invaluable when
assessing competing designs.
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Optimizing Software Configuration Management
and Build / Delivery Processes Saves Time / Money
n

n

n

n
n

Immediately following FDOC transition, J&P reengineered legacy processes into a single
cohesive set of FDOC Organizational Processes tailored to CMDM.
§
These CMDM procedures applied to all of FDOC processes, including Hardware,
Software, and Data and are utilized by Systems Engineering, Software Engineering,
and Facility Management personnel.
§
These new processes and procedures enabled FDOC to quickly achieve CMMI
Level 3 and ISO 9000 certification.
The FDOC Configuration Management Inventory Tracking Systems (CMITS) was
developed under our CM Efficiencies effort.
§
CMITS consolidated multiple inventory tools into a single Oracle Database with an
ASP.Net web-based interface.
J&P implemented an innovative Continuous Software Integration (CSI) toolset and
process to support the MCC21 Agile Software Development teams.
§
CSI utilizes Subversion (SVN) and Cruise Control (CC) to automate the build
process.
§
The build runs and provides success or failure feedback to the team. The automated
build has been delivered and the J&P team worked on automated testing and
automated deployment capabilities.
During our FDOC support, J&P significantly reduced the number of SCM tools required
resulting in savings to both system maintenance and software licensing.
On FDOC J&P maintained control of in excess of 5000 configuration items
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“NASA’s Office of the Future”
Implementing a Collaboration Center Improves
Innovation and Productivity
n

J&P was intimately involved in the development and deployment of JSC’s “Office of
the Future and Collaboration Center” initiative.
• Our effort focused on the deployment and integration of Wireless, Voice-over-IP
(VoIP) and IP Telephony, and Video technologies.

n

J&P was also the developer of the “Room
Wizard”, a software tool responsible for
coordinating and scheduling all room activities.
• The room wizard interfaces to Outlook and
existing JSC scheduling / email systems,
sending meeting requests via email to invited
participants.
• A touch screen interface was located at the
collaboration center for spur of the moment
gatherings allowing users to view room
availability and to schedule in real-time.

n

Traditional offices and conference rooms are not supporting the workforce as they
did in the past. Stimulating innovation and collaboration requires not only a new
approach to office space, but it must be coupled with the ability to support the ever
advancing technology suites being utilized by todays workforce.
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When GMT is Confusing, a Simple App Saves Time
n

J&P has been supporting ISS Operations since 2006, but it wasn’t until 2014 that
one of our young engineers noticed that S&MA operations personnel frequently
had difficulty going back and forth between GMT / Day and CDT / Calendar Date.
• The ISS Control Center in Houston utilizes several time stamps, with the official
being Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and Day; however, most of the console
notes and data reference calendar date and Central Daylight Time.
• “In an effort to improve our productivity, I decided to develop a simple software
tool to share with you guys. A few weeks ago I observed a need to be able to
quickly calculate the nth day of the year (GMT day) based on a given calendar
date. So I created a app that 1) lets you see the current time (Central and GMT)
and 2) display the GMT day based on any calendar date that you select.”
• This app is available for both
desktop and mobile platforms.
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Relaxing Stringent Requirements Provides Viable
Solution When Cost Benefit Analysis Fails
n

J&P was tasked by MOD in the OTF to determine a cost effective method of
determining the location of critical equipment to within 3 square meters.
•

Additional requirements included:
• “ID Tag” must be easily attached to existing hardware, but difficult to
remove
• Must not interfere with existing hardware or technology
• Must not interfere with the current footprint of the hardware
• Should not require additional power source

n

After assessing numerous technologies, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) was
selected as “Most Promising”.
• Existing infrastructure was identified and a series of prototype architectures
developed.
• Additional test hardware was procured and test performed

n

It was determined via a cost benefits analysis that the additional infrastructure cost
required to meet the 3 square meter requirement was excessive.
• J&P performed testing on existing infrastructure and determined that while the
3 square meter requirement could not be met, it might be possible to relax the
requirement to “building” or “large zone” using existing capabilities.
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Combining Similar Data Systems can Reduce
Maintenance Cost and Increase Functionality
n

n

As part of our IT support to S&MA we migrated the Station Generic (SG) Access
database files into the Technical Review and Comment Management (TRaCM) SQLS
database to reduce maintenance cost while increasing system functionality.
•

The Station Generic Tool was used extensively by S&MA Ops performing a
similar function to that of TRaCM which is why J&P chose to investigate
merger possibilities.

•

TRaCM uses a .NET framework for secure web access to the SQL database
storehouse to provide documentation and tracking services to multiple
departments and hundreds of users within the Safety and Mission Assurance
Directorate.

•

The SG data was reconditioned to meet all TRaCM required fields and tables
while preserving the historical records from the SG database.

•

Functionality was added to TRaCM to support the new administrative functions
associated with these records.

•

Customized document, evaluation and reporting features were added to
simplify the review process for SG users. XML output to MS Word was added
to enable users to share documents with non-TRaCM authorized customers.

The resulting changes to TRaCM allowed for a common tool to maintain all ISS
evaluations, providing Flight Operations reviews via a web application to any
authorized user without requiring additional software installation.
•

TRaCM access and security was verified internally and through the Johnson
Space Center (JSC) Information Resource Division (IRD).
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Eliminating Transcription Errors Provides
Confidence and Efficiency when Delivering
Headquarters' Level Risk Reports
n

J&P has supported the Chief Safety and Mission Assurance Officers (CSO’s) since
the debut of the “Technical Authorities”
§

The creation of the NASA Technical Authorities was in direct response to
findings by the Columbia Accident Investigation Board.

n

Recently, one of J&P’s engineers assigned to support the Flight Safety Office
noticed that each major program’s CSO maintained a spreadsheet of “Top Risks”
for reporting at the Directorate, Program, Center, and HQ levels.

n

What was at issue was the fact that each CSO manually transcribed the information
into presentations for reporting and that these presentations often contained
transcription errors.

n

n

§

Each report was being reviewed to assure accuracy by a separate engineer

§

The task was time consuming and formatting for some of the reports was a
challenge

J&P wrote an embedded software routine to build PowerPoint charts from the CSO
spreadsheets.
§

We also reviewed each CSO’s data needs and developed a unified spreadsheet
that met CSO’s requirements, both data and reporting.

§

The new system also allows for a unified look at all active programs.

The confidence in the delivered system is such that our Prime has adopted the tool
for use in “other” efforts.
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Code Reuse has its Limits.
Rewriting Flight Critical Legacy Application Key to
Next Generation Mission Control Center Success
n

n

Information Sharing Protocol Advanced Tool of Math (ISPATOM) is an application
program allowing for the streamlined generation of “comps” which subscribe to
streams of incoming telemetry data, perform any necessary computations on the
data, then send the data to other programs for display and/or further processing in
NASA mission control centers (see figure).
§

To clarify one point a bit: the legacy ISPATOM runs each computation (script)
as a separate process; for each comp you kick off an instance of ISPATOM.

§

The old ISPATOM comp tool (currently in use in the “legacy” MCC) runs as a
local process on a workstation, reads comps from text files, and reads data
from and publishes output to ISP; each discipline runs its own process (at
least one) on its own workstation.

J&P was called upon to design and implement a C++ computation server
application for MCC21 that maintained (within architectural constraints) backward
compatibility with the legacy computation tool (ISPATOM) scripts currently in use.
§

n

J&P’s re-implementation of this legacy application now runs all comps in a
single process.

Our new Computation Server is designed to fit within the MCC21 architecture, runs
as a server, can read comps from System Managed Storage, reads data from the
MCC21 data stream, is meant to execute comps for all disciplines, and publishes
back to the MCC21 data stream.
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Changes to Proof of Concept Architecture Results in
Significant Issues for Implemented System
n

The Next Generation Mission Control Center was prototyped in MOD’s Operations
Technology Facility (OTF) with the support of J&P. Once a viable architecture was
identified the project was turned over to MOD’s FDOC personnel for development
and implementation of the production system.
• This new control center technology was named the Mission Control Center for
the 21st century or simply MCC-21
• User Applications or UA-21, Training System or TS-21 quickly followed.

n

While there are always “differences” between proof of concept and implemented
architectures, some changes can prove “life-threatening” to the original intent of
the system.
• During production system development it was determined that system
performance would not meet requirements.

n

Since J&P was responsible for the original network architecture we were called in
to assess the system
• J&P’s network engineer reviewed the system’s architecture and explained why
the selected design was not recommended during proof of concept.
• Working with the development contractor, J&P was able to re-engineer the
selected architecture to perform within specifications.
• The developer was then capable of proceeding while understanding the limits
of the implemented design.
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Delivering New Products to
Enhance Existing Systems – J&P’s Approach
n

Identifying Promising Technologies:
u

n

Supportability and Technology Readiness:
u

n

Important key factors to consider when selecting a new / advanced technology for further
development and/or implementation is technology readiness and delivered system
sustainability. Technology readiness assessments can be used to determine the risk
associated with delivering a successful system. Factors such as supportability and
maintainability are useful in identifying potential life cycle cost issues and system
longevity.

Delivery of Advanced Technologies into an Existing Environment:
u

n

Researching current state of the art for promising advanced technology solutions, though
non-trivial, is only the first step. Promising technologies would then need to be ranked
based upon factors such as potential for efficiency gains, technology readiness, priority,
cost effectiveness , and implementation / integration complexities. Once ranked,
technologies can then be selected for further investigation (i.e. demonstration,
development, etc).

The behavior of new technology solutions must be fully understood and verified prior to
delivery. Our human space flight system / software development experience makes J&P
uniquely qualified to assure that anomalous behavior is isolated and not propagated
within a critical environment.

Efficiency and Effectiveness Assessments:
u

Process optimization is a balance between efficiency (doing things right) and effectiveness
(doing the right things). While process efficiency can often be measured, process
effectiveness is more qualitative and is often measured via surveys. Prior to delivering an
advanced technology J&P establishes baseline efficiency and effectiveness measurements
that can be used to assure new performance gains are realized with the production system.
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J&P’s Senior Management
n

J&P’s founder, Jennifer Lewis, was selected as the Small Business Administration's
2010 Small Business Person of the Year - Houston District. She has 32 years
experience in developing and delivering small and large-scale systems for both the
commercial and government markets. Technical expertise includes system
engineering, software design/development, software architecture, and systems
integration (of both COTS and customized computer systems). Past projects include:
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

n

ISS Portable Computer System (PCS)
Commercial PTFE Vascular Graft Manufacturing
JSC MCC Consolidated Communications Facility (CCF)
Air Force Traffic Switch Control System (TSCS)
JSC Mission Control Center Upgrade (MCCU)
Commercial Cytogenetic Research / Chromosome Analysis
JSC MCC Calibrated Ancillary System (CAS)

J&P’s Chief Engineer, Phil Lewis, has 32 years of professional engineering and
management experience. Until recently he was Chief Engineering Technical support
to the Constellation Program Chief Safety Officer prior to supporting J&P full time.
Mr. Lewis currently provides his technical expertise to SR&QA’s Flight Safety Office.
Prior experience includes:
u

u

u

u

Eight years in military / fighter and commercial aircraft development including the conceptual
design of the National Aerospace Plane.
Responsible for the design, manufacturing, and system integration of space flight hardware,
as well as the development of detailed assembly and process procedures. Technical expertise
includes environmental and active thermal control system development, including
combustion and materials compatibility.
Expertise in numerous analysis techniques and their implementation, including structural /
stress analysis, thermal and fluid flow analysis, and dynamic system modeling of integrated
control systems.
Responsible for development and oversight of both on-board (i.e. space flight) and test
software / hardware.

Why Hire J&P Technologies?
n

Extensive experience in the design, development, integration, and
delivery of a wide variety of products with a special emphasis on
post-delivery customer support including high-quality
documentation, training, and troubleshooting.

n

Consistent demonstration of commitment and dedication to the
task at hand to ensure customer satisfaction.

n

J&P Technologies can provide high-quality support to
accommodate both short-term and long-term needs.

n

The same precision development that launches humans into
space can help you protect your assets and ensure the success of
your projects.

n

At J&P we understand what it takes to be successful in high-risk
endeavors, let us put our experience to work for you.

